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5 Labour and Conservative
Governments, 1964–79
Why did the Conservatives lose the election of 1964?
The 1964 election was not a landslide victory like that of
1945. Labour actually gained fewer votes than in 1959,
but the Conservatives lost 1.6 million votes and the
Liberals gained over 1.5 million votes. Thus, it may have
been more a question of discontented middle-class voters
going to the Liberals rather than a big swing to Labour.

Possible reasons for the result

Labour did not actually gain all that many more votes.
Many voters were concerned with Labour’s left wing and
the influence of trade unions. In some areas Labour lost
votes because voters disliked immigration and thought
the Tories were more likely to control it.

Other factors
There were other reasons for Labour’s victory. Many felt

The loss of popularity by the Conservatives that after 13 years it was just time for a change. This was
The Conservative’s leader, Sir Alec Douglas-Home,
seemed out of touch with the modern electorate.
However, this can be overstated. Many people found
Douglas-Home to be more trustworthy than Labour’s
leader, Harold Wilson. Many blamed the Conservative’s
economic record. There were accusations that Britain had
had ‘13 wasted years’ and had fallen behind other
countries, and there was much talk of inflation,
unemployment and decline in manufacturing areas. In
reality, the Conservatives had cut income tax in 1963 and
the number out of work fell. The Tories had had a bad
press over the Profumo scandal (see page 54), which was
seen as an upper class sex scandal, but this did not appear
to have a huge impact on traditional Tory supporters:
older voters and women who were interviewed in
opinion polls continued to prefer the Conservatives.

particularly true of younger votes who had known only
Conservative rule, though few younger voters actually
turned out to vote. There had been considerable changes
in Britain since 1951. There had been excitement about
technology; space exploration; more opportunities to
travel; more educational opportunities. The world
seemed to be changing rapidly and Labour seemed more
in tune with a new society than the Tories.

The appeal of Labour

The growth of satire on TV and in the press and a less
respectful attitude to politicians was another factor.
Satirists poked fun at Wilson for his lower-middle-class
habits and manners – he was supposed to like HP sauce
and the attempts at poetry by his wife Mary were the
subject of some unkind mockery. Generally, though,
satire mocked the Conservatives and therefore seemed to
benefit Labour.

The new Labour leader, Harold Wilson, was seen as a
man of the people who offered a break from the public
school–educated political leaders since 1945. His appeal
can be exaggerated though as Wilson, though articulate,
was not a charismatic leader like Tony Blair later on. It
was certainly true that Labour stopped quarrelling so
much in public and seemed more united, though few of
the team had experience in government. Wilson made an
appeal to those who wanted a more modern, scientific
and technological Britain by appealing for economic
planning and using the technological revolution to take
Britain forward. However, it was not entirely clear what
Wilson meant by ‘technological revolution’! Labour’s
campaign was broader in its appeal and more carefully
targeted than in the past. For example, the party’s election
manifesto offered social progress, but did not stress
nationalisation of industry as this was not popular.
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Another important factor was something of a revival for
the Liberals. Relatively few voters switched from
Conservative to Labour; more decided to vote Liberal.
Though the Liberals won only three more seats than in
1959, the split in some marginal constituencies between
Conservatives and Liberals was significant in bringing
about Labour victories in constituencies which they had
not taken in 1959.
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Below are a sample exam question and a list of general points which could be used
to answer it. Use your knowledge and the information on the page opposite to reach a
judgement about the relative importance of the factors (that is what ‘assess’ means)
Write numbers on the spectrum below to indicate their relative importance. Having
done this, write a brief justification of your placement on the line, explaining why
some of these factors are more important than others. The resulting diagram could
form the basis of an essay plan.

Assess the reasons why Labour won the election of 1964.
1 Economic downturn
2 A new leader
3 Douglas-Home’s leadership
4 Scandals affecting the Conservatives
5 The Liberal revival
6 Labour more united
Least important

Most important

Eliminate irrelevance

5 Labour and Conservative Governments, 1964–79

Spectrum of importance

Below are a sample exam question and a paragraph written in answer to the
question. Read the paragraph and identify the parts of the paragraph that are not
directly relevant to the question. Draw a line through the information that is irrelevant
and justify your deletions in the margin.

To what extent was Labour’s victory in 1964 due to Harold Wilson?

Harold Wilson offered a more focused and dynamic leadership and he stressed the
need for Britain to become more modern, scientific and technological. In 1950 Wilson
had been a member of Attlee’s Government when there had been a dispute about
prescription charges and he had resigned. Wilson’s premiership did not always put into
practice what the Prime Minister had promised and he found that economic problems
were often too difficult to allow reforms. Wilson’s leadership was able to unify Labour
more, and this was a major reason for victory. Wilson also seemed more modern and
realistic than his rival, Douglas-Home. Wilson made use of the public’s concern about
Britain’s lack of competitiveness. Later, though, he was unable to deal with some of the
same problems, particularly inflation.
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5 Labour and Conservative Governments, 1964–79

Wilson’s Governments, 1964–70
In 1964, Wilson had a majority of only four MPs. Given
that divisions in the party had not gone away, Wilson did
well to increase his majority in 1966, winning 100 seats
more than the Conservatives. However, in 1970, Wilson
lost the election and many in his own party were
disappointed at his lack of progress.

What problems did Wilson face in 1964?
Wilson faced many problems when he became Prime
Minister in 1964. Stagflation characterised the economy
and there were other economic issues. Britain’s growth
was very slow compared to other developed industrial
countries, nationalised industries were very costly due to
a lack of investment in the 1950s and defence costs were
very high and prevented domestic investment. Away from
the economy, changes in society had not been reflected in
the existing laws and the education system did not offer
enough high quality technical and scientific training or
widespread opportunities for students to go into
higher education.

What did Wilson achieve?
Social reforms
Roy Jenkins as Home Secretary undertook a policy of
modernisation that led to some of the most significant
domestic changes in the century.
●● Race relations laws made discrimination illegal.
●● The voting age was lowered from 21 to 18.
●● Capital punishment was ended.
●● The equal pay law meant men and women had to
receive the same pay for the same work.
●● Abortion was legalised and more contraception was
made available.
●● Homosexual acts between consenting adults in private
were legalised.

Education
For schools, the Comprehensive system was expanded. In
higher education, the Open University was established to
give greater access to higher education to people of all ages
and the number of universities increased following the
advice of the 1963 Robbins Report on Higher Education.

Economic policy
There were some positive economic developments. The
balance of payments deficit was improving by 1969 and
the value of sterling had been maintained to the benefit of
Britain’s very important financial sector. The Government
encouraged industrial developments in key areas in south
Wales and Merseyside and there were developments in
road transport as motorways were built in the north.
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What did Wilson fail to achieve?
The economy
Economic problems continued throughout the period and
forced the Government to abandon several manifesto
policies, such as reintroducing free prescription charges
and raising the school leaving age. There were ongoing
problems with the balance of payments deficit and rising
prices, which forced the Government into introducing
unpopular spending cuts and higher taxes.
Unemployment remained a problem for much of the
period of Labour’s rule. By 1967 it was at a post-war high
of 2.5 million. Another sign of lack of economic progress
was when Britain was forced to devalue the pound in
1967 because of a lack of overseas confidence in
the economy.
Many economic policies failed to deliver positive results.
Investment did not lead to much-needed modernisation
and attempts at economic planning in the National Plan
and the new Department of Economic affairs achieved
little. Failure to join the EEC meant that Britain still did
not benefit from the rapidly growing trade in Europe.

Trade unions
Labour was traditionally the party of organised labour,
but had to try to bring in reforms.
●● There was a plan for long-term reform in 1967 when a
leading Minister Barbara Castle introduced a proposal
‘In Place of Strife’. This would require unions to ballot
members before calling strikes, and also try to achieve
settlements by arbitration. This plan was so unpopular
among the Labour left, the trade unions and some
cabinet ministers that it was abandoned.
●● Strikes caused major problems. A seamen’s strike in
1966 damaged the economy and led to the loss of
confidence which brought about devaluation.
●● Economic growth was hampered by high costs
brought about by some union practices which
encouraged overmanning in manufacturing industry.
●● Trade union membership actually fell because of the
decline of traditional manufacturing.
Wilson made Labour once more a party of government
after a long period in opposition, and did modernise
many aspects of Britain; but economic problems were
harder to deal with, and the position of trade unions
remained an unresolved issue.
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Below are a sample exam question and a paragraph written in answer to this
question. Read the paragraph and the mark scheme provided on page 7. Decide which
level you would award the paragraph. Write the level below along with a justification
for your decision.

How successfully did Labour deal with the problems it faced between 1964
and 1970?

Labour faced considerable problems because of a build-up of economic problems and
social change which had not all been addressed by Conservative Governments and also
because of long-term lack of growth, investment and modernisation. Labour faced both
short-term and longer-term problems requiring changes in education, industrial relations
and a lack of competitiveness. Wilson also faced a difficult initial period with a small
parliamentary majority. In many ways he was successful politically in that he turned this
majority into a larger victory in the 1966 election, showing that he had gained more trust
in Labour. He also produced distinctive policies for economic planning with the National
Plan and for reforms in industrial relations. He kept his party together in difficult times
and achieved reforms in education and also in bringing the law up to date to reflect a
changing society. Some key changes in the law relating to homosexuality and abortion
were made and there was a very important expansion of education in the creation
of the Open University. However, in the short term he was less successful, damaging
his reputation by the devaluation of 1967, not being able to deal effectively with
‘stagflation’ or to control the trade unions with the ‘In Place of Strife’ white paper. The
belief in planning and control of wages and prices showed problems of governing Britain
that were not unique to Labour and bold initiatives that were theoretically valuable did
not always work in practice.

5 Labour and Conservative Governments, 1964–79

You’re the examiner

Level:

Reason for choosing that level:

recommended reading
●●
●●
●●
●●

Andrew Marr, A History of Modern Britain, pages 231–312 (2009)
Mike Wells and Nick Fellows, Britain, 1930–1997, pages 111–26 (2015)
Alan Sked and Chris Cook, Post-War Britain, pages 200–52 (1993)
M Lynch, Britain 1945–2007, pages 81–93 and 102–9 (2015)
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The 1970 election
Labour was expected to win the 1970 election but the
Conservatives under their leader Edward Heath gained
43 more seats. A striking element was the loss of nearly a
million Labour votes since 1966. In 1966, many felt that
Labour should be given a chance and had shown clear
modernising trends. By 1970, it was clear that Labour’s
record had been patchy and that long-term problems of
competitiveness had not really been addressed. Britain’s
industries had too many old-fashioned practices and could
not compete in terms of productivity or cost with their
overseas rivals.

Divisions within the Labour
movement
Splits in the Labour Party had re-emerged. The need for
cuts in spending had felt like betrayal to many Labour
supporters. The left accused the leaders of maintaining
the needs of the financial sector at the expense of the
ordinary people and of manufacturing. Many in the left
of the party disliked the diplomatic support that Wilson
had given to the USA in its war against the Communists
in North Vietnam. The trade unions – a key element in
Labour’s history and in the party as a whole – disliked the
proposals to restrict union power.
Party membership had fallen and Labour had seemed to
lack idealism and commitment to its own roots of
working people.

Economic problems
Economic planning efforts had not yielded much and
unemployment was higher in 1970 than it had been
when Labour took office.
●● The Government had not controlled inflation and
retail prices had risen by 33 per cent.
●● There had been a fall in employment in mining and
manufacturing – two areas where Labour had been
expected to defend the interests of working people.
●● Wilson had been accused of lying when he said that
the devaluation of the pound in 1967 would not affect
‘the pound in your pocket’ as it did lead to higher
prices for imported goods.
●●
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The appeal of the Conservatives
Edward Heath was, like Wilson, a Grammar school–
educated leader, not one of the Tory public school elite.
He seemed a modern figure and did not tolerate oldfashioned, racist ideas, as was shown when he sacked the
right-wing politician Enoch Powell for an antiimmigration speech from the shadow cabinet in 1968.
Heath had very clear policies which appealed to many
middle-class voters and also was passionate about joining
the EEC, which many saw as essential for Britain’s
economic future now that the Commonwealth was so
much less important.
By 1970, the gap between the ideologies of the parties
had grown since the days of Butskellism. Heath was
proposing less government intervention in the economy,
and fewer attempts to control wages and prices directly.
Many tax payers disagreed with Wilson’s policies of
maintaining certain industries that were obviously
inefficient and making a loss. Heath was also able to
make the power of the unions a key issue. Many people
were worried about the strikes and restrictive practices,
which seemed unfair to non-unionised workers and kept
costs and prices high. Heath spoke for many suburban
middle-class voters who thought Labour had mismanaged
the economy and had appeased, rather than confronted,
over-powerful unions.

What was the key factor?
Heath was not a charismatic figure, and was rather cold
and stilted. Wilson was a better performer on TV.
However, it was clear that Labour had been bitterly
divided over trade union policy, whereas the
Conservatives were united behind Heath’s determination
to modernise labour relations. Furthermore, Europe was
not the divisive issue among the Tories in 1970 that it was
to become later in the century and beyond. The Liberal
vote fell slightly, so the trend for Liberals to split the vote
was not as strong as it had been in 1966. It was claimed
that Labour suffered from voter apathy, whereas for
Conservatives, the trade union issue gave them a cause.
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Below are a sample exam question and a paragraph written in answer to the question.
The paragraph contains a point and specific examples, but lacks a concluding
explanatory link back to the question. Complete the paragraph by adding this link
(remember that ‘assess’ the reasons involves more than explaining some reasons).

Assess the reasons for the Conservative success in the election of 1970.

The election of 1970 was a reflection of concern that Labour could not deal with
Britain’s underlying problems concerning industrial relations and also that despite efforts
to control prices, inflation was still high and unemployment showed little signs of falling.
Heath, though not a strong communicator, put forward quite distinctive Conservative
policies which appealed to the key marginal voters of middle England and which involved
less state interference and more promotion of enterprise and a strong commitment to
Europe. The election could be explained both by weaknesses and divisions within Labour
and a stronger and more clearly communicated programme by the Tories.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
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Complete the paragraph

Simple essay style
Below is a sample exam question. Use your own knowledge and information on the
opposite page to produce a plan for the question. Choose four or five general points,
and provide three pieces of specific information to support each general point. Once
you have planned your essay, write the introduction and conclusion for the essay. The
introduction should list the points to be discussed in the essay. The conclusion should
summarise the key points and justify which point was the most important.

How important was the issue of trade union reform in deciding the result of
the election of 1970?
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